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Background 

The draft chapter on warfare materials in the Baltic Sea for the HELCOM Thematic Assessment on Hazardous 
Submerged Objects was submitted by Germany in document 3-1. The draft includes a section devoted to 
national and international efforts and activities and Contracting Parties were requested to provide 
information on current and past activities, authorities and legal situation, and societal awareness, to be 
included in the draft text. Estonia’s contribution to this work is set out in the annex to this document.  

Action requested 

The Meeting is invited to consider the information provided by Estonia as set out in the annex, as part of the 
interim Submerged Assessment to be submitted to RESPONSE 25-2018 and HOD 55-2018 for approval.  
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Annex 

Estonia 

5.1.2.1 Current Activities 

There are currently no dedicated governmentally funded long-term ongoing national projects or 

programmes to systematically and effectively deal with the challenges posed by remaining underwater 

munitions and ordnance. 

Activities to deal with the issue of historic ordnance still left form the previous armed conflicts within the 

current limits of maritime areas falling under EE jurisdiction are in conjunction with the activities of 

Estonian Navy. Estonia is a member of BOSB (Baltic Ordnance Safety Board) and based on collective effort 

carried out within the framework of BOSB regular, targeted historic ordnance disposal activities take place 

in a form of both multinational mine/ ordnance  clearance activities and national activities carried out by 

Estonian Navy. 

As an example there is the OPEN SPIRIT series of activities rotating between respective Baltic nations in 

such a manner that EE hosts such activity every third year. Estonian Navy is making effort to combine its 

national mine countermeasures training activities with domestic efforts to gradually, on a tailored, 

systematic and effects based approach, reduce possible risks posed by remaining underwater munitions 

and ordnance. These activities targeted to most risk prone areas; however are time and resource 

consuming. Hence, given the best available knowledge regarding the likely amounts of historic conventional 

munitions and ordnance, these activities will most likely continue to a near future. 

Estonian Navy on a regular basis is advising different governmentally owned and commercial entities, both 

international and domestic, who have interest in maritime infrastructure development projects within EE 

waters. Examples of such projects could be harbour construction and dredging works, underwater 

communication and electricity cables, underwater pipelines, different type of fish farms, offshore wind 

farms and other similar developments requiring work carried out on the seabed. A number of case-by-case 

assessments are conducted yearly do advice pre-mentioned entities on the possible risk areas and risks 

posed to underwater construction by possible remaining historic underwater ordnance. 

5.1.2.2 Past Activities 

A number of dedicated mine/ ordnance clearance activities have taken place within EE maritime areas since 

1994. The very first of such events took place in 1994, when Estonian Navy together with the Royal Swedish 

Navy charted a number of previously known Soviet era explosives dumping grounds within the Estonian 

maritime areas in Gulf of Finland area near Tallinn and Paldiski. Afterwards there have been a series of 

MCOPEST (in total 5), OPEN SPIRIT (in total so far 8), FINEST (in total 3) activities and a vast number of 

different national, bi-lateral and international historic ordnance disposal activities carried out in EE under 

the lead of Estonian Navy. Result of these activities is ca 1200 different types of unexploded ordnance 

located and identified but due to different objective reasons only about 1/3 of them countermined. Most of 

the located and identified unexploded ordnance left in place are either in water depths great enough not to 

pose a risk to surface shipping or have been located in a close proximity to different underwater 

installations (namely underwater cables) already in place. 

In recent years a number of different calibre historic munitions (ranging from naval mines, costal artillery 

shells to small calibre munitions) have been located during harbour construction and corresponding 

dredging works. This type of situations have significantly improved the cooperation on a national level 

between different national authorities, namely Estonian Navy and Estonian Rescue Board. 
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5.1.2.3 Authorities and Legal Situation 

Based on national legislation Estonian Navy (part of Estonian Defence Forces under the Ministry of 

Defence) has the sole responsibility to react to situations dealing with underwater historic munitions and 

ordnance when such situations occur in the maritime domain. However a very close cooperation is ongoing 

with the Estonian rescue Board (operating under the Ministry of Interior). 

Other governmental agencies operating at sea or having tasks related to maritime domain based on 

national legislation are as follows: 

 Defence Forces (www.mil.ee) 

 Rescue Board (www.rescue.ee) 

 Police and Border Guard Board (www.politsei.ee) 

 Maritime Administration (veeteedeamet.ee) 

 Heritage Board (www.muinsuskaitseamet.ee) 

 Environmental Board (www.keskkonnaamet.ee) 

 Environmental Inspectorate (www.kki.ee) 

 Estonian Emergency Response Centre (www.112.ee) 

Each of the mentioned respective agencies have their own tasking varying from state defence, maritime 

security, maritime safety, environmental protection to preservation of national heritage objects (including 

wrecks etc.). 

Sole actor at sea when it concerns dealing with both historic (and more current) explosive material, 

munitions and ordnance is Estonian Navy (part of the Defence Forces). Rescue Board deals with explosive 

material, munitions and ordnance on land. When as an example explosive material, munitions and 

ordnance has been located in harbour areas or inland water bodies Estonian Navy and Rescue Board 

cooperate together assisting each other with their respective capabilities and expertise. 

Currently there is no overarching single permanent legal act in place to cope with all possible challenges 

when dealing with historic munitions and ordnance. There are however a number of interagency 

cooperation agreements that provide a sufficient basis. 

For the public a single 24/7 initial point of contact is the Estonian Emergency Response Centre (112) where 

citizens shall report all for all encounters of possible munitions and ordnance both on land and at sea.  

5.1.2.4 Societal Awareness 

There are currently no dedicated governmentally funded long-term projects or activities ongoing in order 

to raise the societal awareness regarding possible munitions and ordnance. 

Ministry of Interior together with Rescue Board carries out seasonal public media campaigns with the aim 

of instructing public and citizens on how to act when possible munitions and ordnance has been found (call 

112 or specific phone number found on the Rescue Board website). These activities target population on 

land as there is a significant amount of land-based munitions and UXO found yearly. 

Estonian Navy carries out information days with the aim of raising awareness within specific target 

audiences. Main target group so far for these information days have been primarily civilian leisure and 

hobby divers who may come into contact to historic munitions at sea. 

As a joint agreed venture between Estonian Navy and Maritime Administration all navigation material 

(including navigation charts) published by Maritime Administration has a notice on them stating that all 

maritime areas currently under EE jurisdiction should be considered as Former Mined Areas.  

 


